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Transport of blood cells studied with fully resolved models

Blood is an important fluid for the human body. It exhibits a complex behavior in terms of rheology
and cell transport, that arises mainly from the high concentration of the deformable red blood cells
(RBCs). Due to this property, blood can be approximated as a dense suspension of RBCs, immersed
in a Newtonian fluid, the blood plasma.
The distribution and transport of cells in vessels, is non-trivial. In the simple case of channel flow,
RBCs migrate towards the center, leaving a cell-free layer (CFL) near the walls.
Platelets, one of the key ingredients of thrombus, are pushed towards this CFL due to the motion of
RBCs. This ensures a more effective homeostatic response against vessel and tissue damages. This
motion of platelets towards the walls, is also known as margination. Models that explicitly represent
RBCs and platelets can inherently capture the aforementioned phenomena, aiding in the
understanding of the fundamental mechanisms and the role of the dominant parameters.
The present work focuses on the transport of blood cells with fully resolved models. This has a dual
nature: on the one hand to look into the methods used for blood modeling, and on the other to apply
these models in the transport of RBCs and platelets. For this purpose, two models are employed, one
in two-dimensions with reduced computational requirements for an initial intuition on the relevant
phenomena, and one in three-dimensions, computationally demanding, for use in more realistic
studies. Both models are based on the combined Immersed boundary-Lattice Boltzmann method (IBLBM).
The 2D model is able to recover the shear thinning behavior and the formation of a CFL, as well as
the margination of platelets. Following its initial validation, simulations in aneurysmal geometries
were performed, focusing on the transport of platelets. The results highlighted a region of high
hematocrit with trapped platelets very close to the aneurysmal wall. This indicates that the distribution
of cells might be relevant to the formation of a thrombus, or to the wall weakening and the rupture of
an aneurysm. This model was also applied for measuring the shear-induced diffusion of RBC- and
platelet-like particles in shear flow. The simulations revealed a departure from the linear scaling with
respect to the shear-rate for the diffusivity.
Fully resolved simulations of blood suspension can be very demanding, especially in threedimensions. The performance of such an implementation can define the limits of the explorations we
would like to consider. For this reason, a parallel 3D code was developed and the implementation is
described. The performance of the code presented for weak and strong scaling, demonstrates a close
to linear scaling, for both scenarios. This model was subsequently used to investigate the effect of IBLBM parameters on a number of seemingly simple but challenging benchmarks. This study
uncovered non-physical behavior occurring in under-resolved cases, which is more pronounced when
using interpolation kernels with a smaller support.
Modeling blood as a suspension of deformable particles is a reasonable simplification, which
reproduces some of the important aspects of blood rheology and transport. It can be a source of
interesting results and, eventually, knowledge. However, the range of validity for these models should
be defined, and their results should be carefully interpreted. Methods also introduce their own sideeffects, which are more complex than numerical accuracy.

